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This paper presents argumentsfor Intensifying the Involvement of
psychologists In schools, particularly for the restoration of the
psychologist's functton ofstudying the learning process and for the
greater Integration and application of contemporary perspectives on
learning to difftrent components ofthe learning process. The paperfirst
traces a brief history ofthe role ofpsychological theories of learning
andintellectual performance in education. Themostcriticalelements In
the emerging theories ofhuman learning and theirimplications for the
varlousjUnctions andelements ofschools arethen discussed Inparticular,
the paper describes howrecentpsychological reseQl'Ch and theorygive
rise to newperspectives on (1) the characteristics ofeffecttve learning
processes In the student, (2) the nature ofknowledge, and (3) the role of
the teacher. From the discussion ofthisperspective, thepaperdiscusses
concrete ways bywhlchpsychologistscancontribute tothecentraltraining
jUnctions ofschools and, more importantly, toguidethemovementtoward
meaningful educational reform. In particular, the paper describes how
psychologists can help in (1) teacher training. (2) designing learning
environments, and (3) evaluating educational programs.
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Psychologists have long had an important place in Philippine schools.
Foremost in the minds of most people, the role of guidance counselors in
testing and providing student services in schools is recognized at all levels
of formal education. Beyond providing counseling, testing, andassessment
services, the contribution of psychologists has also been acknowledged in
providing foundational knowledge of educational practice. In particular,
psychology has provided the theories of learning upon which educational
practice is based and rationalized. Unfortunately, this particular contribution
ofpsychologists to educational systems seems to have been leftinthelurch,
soto speak, inmore ways than one. It seems that psychological theories of
learning aresoon abandoned bymost teachers afterthestandard foundations
course onhuman learning is completed. Moreover, courses onhuman learning
currently being offered in most teacher training institutions seem to be
stranded inthelate1960s, when thecanon oflearning theories meant Piaget,
and associationists andbehaviorists likeThorndike, Pavlov, Watson, Skinner,
and Hull. (Fairly recently, some teacher training institutions have began
teaching the theories ofVygotsky, of Bruner, and of some constructivists.)
This scenario has had the effect of marginalizing a possibly more active
roleof psychologists in schools.
In this paper, I present arguments for intensifying the involvement of

psychologists inschools, particularly fortherestoration ofthepsychologist's
function of studying the learning process andforthegreater integration and
applicationofcontemporary perspectives onlearning to different components
of the learning process. I first trace abriefhistory oftherole ofpsychological
theories ofieaming andintellectual performance ineducation. I thendiscuss
the mostcritical elements in the emerging theories of human learning that
have implications for how weview the various functions and elements of
schools. In particular, I describe how recent psychological research and
theory give risetonewperspectives on(1)thecharacteristics ofthelearning
processes inthestudent, (2)thenature ofknowledge, and(3)therole of the
teacher. From the discussion of this new perspective, I then discuss
concrete new ways by which psychologists can contribute to the central
training functions ofschools, andmore importantly, to guide themovement
toward meaningful educational reform. In particular, .I describe how
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psychologists can help in (1) teacher training, (2) designing learning
environments, and (3) evaluating educational programs.
Psychological research and theory Inschools: Abriefhistory

As psychologist Frank Farley (1993) cleverly stated, "Psychological
science began with one foot in the schoolhouse door." He
noted that some of psychology's most illustrious founders, like E.L.
Thorndike andWilliam James, hadstrongand activeinterests in education.
Eventually, psychology played a more decisive role in the development
of educational programs. Teacher educators Walter Doyle and Kathy
Carter (1996) observed:
Psychology...became not just a foundation for teaching but an
undisputed element in teacherpreparation and the substantive and
methodological standard for all of educational inquiry. For most
of this century, knowledge about things educational could have
warrant only if it were generated using the designs and analytical
procedures of scientific psychology framed in the language of the
field (p.24).
Indeed, for a long timenow, teachers speak aboutthe students'learning
in terms of principles of conditioning (from Pavlov, etc.)andreinforcement
(Watson, Skinner, Hull, Miller, etc.), following principles of skilltransfer
andgeneralization defined byThorndike andJudd, and viewing thestudents'
abilities in terms of Piaget's stages of cognitive development.
Thisstate-of-affairs is quite trueeven inthePhilippine setting, as revealed
in researches onFilipino students/leamers (Ventura, 1994) and ineducational
discourse. Unfortunately, however, there seems to have been no movement
in the integration ofnewer psychological theories ofleamingin educational
practice in the Philippines. For example, in teacher education courses on
theories ofleaming over thepastcouple ofdecades, there have been relatively
little significant changes in the range of theories of learning introduced.
Related to this observation, the theoretical frames used in researches on
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how Filipino children learn seems to have not changed substantially from
the 1910s to the 1990s (see studies reviewed by Ventura. 1994).
This scenario creates the impressionthat we already know everything
that we need to know about how students learn. in effect making the
role of the learning psychologist superfluous.
Toaggravate thesituation. most ofthelearning theories taught inteacher
education courses are derived from animal and laboratoryexperiments.
Most people consider students to' be profoundly different from rats and
pigeons. Likewise. the laboratory setting is thought to be so manydegrees
removed from the classroom. These perception leadsmany educators to
wonder about the relevance of such psychological theories for actual
classroom practice.furthermarginalizing the possible rolethat psychologists may have in schools..
However. psychological research andtheory onhuman learning didnot
stop with the associationists. behaviorists. and Piaget. In the past two
decades. cognitive psychologists. developmental psychologist. andeducational psychologist whohavefocused ondevelopment of cognitive functioos In
and out of schools' have developed new theories of human learning that
provide very different perspectives on how people come to acquire and
develop various intellectual functions. These new perspective have given
rise to newareas of study. like the area of instructional psychology. which
relates thenewideas about human learning to educational practice andrefom
(Glaser. 1990). Neweducational programs designed to fit thecharacteristics
ofthe learner have beendeveloped and have come to be'called "learnercentered" programs (Custer. 1994). In many othercountries. educators have
embraced these new contributions' of psychologists and have started
implementing suchlearner-centered programs withmuch success.

....

,

The new perspectives on learning and learner-centered educational
programs arenow slowly being introduced to Philippine schools andteachers;
This paperis part of this gradual introduction. Although. it is mostlikely
that most Filipino teachers already have some intuitive understanding of'
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some elements oftheseemerging perspectives. Thepurpose of more formally
introducing these "new" concepts, principles, andstrategies, is so thatFilipino
educators can more actively engage in discourse and practice with these
new ideas.

.
r

New perspectives onthe learning process

The student and the learning process. In this section, I summarize
howpsychologists nowanswerthe question: Howdo students learn? In the
process, I will also contrast the contemporary perspectives with more
conventional views.
The fundamental change in how psychologists describe the student
learner involves the shift to an information-processing perspective (Bruer,
1993; Gardner, 1985; McGill, 1994; Simon, 1992). Many psychologists
(and cognitive scientists) now assume that the human mindis a processor
ofinformation, similar to a computer. The mind has 'a varied system of
operations similarto the routines of a computer program. The mind also
has a sophisticated network of symbolic knowledge stored inmemory, much
likethe symbolic information stored and used by a computer program. The
mind receives (orencodes) information of various forms andtheappropriate
operations and symbolic information stored in the system will be used to
transform the information. The transformation of information ultimately
leads to cognition, feelings, beliefs, and actions.
Within this information-processing perspective, learning refers to the
acquisition of newoperations andsymbolic knowledge or the re-structuring
of old operations and knowledge. Basedon.extensive research workwithin
this perspective, psychologists nowunderstand where and how this type of
learning is mosteffective (seee.g., De Corte, 1995).
For example, learning in an active and constructive process (see e.g.,
Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; De Corte, 1995). Students do notsimply
take in or absorb information; rather, they construct their own knowledge
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and skills by actively processing the information theyencounter in various
experiences and situations. The view of the student as a passive learner
, whose thoughts and behaviors are differentially reinforced or punished is
no longer considered accurate. Instead, contemporary perspectives, posit
that students leam by means of effortful cognitive processing required for
building understanding and proficiency in particular domains.
Moreover, students leaminformation andskills cumulatively (seee.g.,
Alexander 1996, Brown & Palincsar 1984, Gelman & Brown 1986, Glaser
1984). The most crucial point in this notion of cumulative learning is the
significance ofthestudent's priorknowledge instructuring andconstraining
future learning. Students always bringa range of relevant knowledge and
skills to anynewlearning situation; it is never a tabula rasa for thestudent.
This prior knowledge maycome from bothformal and nonformallearning
experiences. Based on this prior knowledge, students are able to actively
process newinformation, and to derive newknowledge and skills.
Learning is also controlled by the student, in other words, it is selfregulated (seee.g., Brown 1978, Pintrich 1996, Wmne 1995). Theteacher
or otherexternal agents cannot fully determine the course andcharacter of
the learning that willtakeplace. Rather. it is thestudent who undertakes the
required steps to learn, who controlsthe learning process. who provides
self-feedback and performance judgments. and who keeps oneselffocused
and motivated. Most effective leaming occurs when the student has the
most control of his or her leaming.
Students alsoleammore effectively when learning is goal-oriented (see
e.g., Bereiter & Scardamalia 1989). That is, learning is best facilitated
when the student is explicitly aware of the goals of learning. particularly
when thestudents determine theirowngoals. However. learning can alsobe
effective ifan external agent (e.g.•a teacher or a textbook) advances a goal
forlearning. provided that these goals areadopted bythestudents themselves.
Clearly. learning a subject matter for its own sake will not always be a
meaningful goal for the students.
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Recently, thenotion ofleaming assituatedInsocialandculturalpractice
has gained more support inthepsychological community (see e.g.,Chaiken
&:l.ave, 1993; Collins, Brown, &: Newman, 1989; Lave & Wenger, 1991;
'Ygotsky, 1978). This view assumes that people learn by participating in
community practices and activities. In other words, learning is socially
mediated; the learner gradually constructs new knowledge inthe process of
interacting witha group of people who share in practice and use of this
knowledge. This notion runs contrary to conventional assumptions that
learning andknowledge acquisition is a purelymental process that goes on
in the mind of an individual.
Finally, learning isindiVidually different (see e.g., Ackerman, Sternberg,
&: Glaser, 1989). Even after describing some general principles regarding
how students learn, the outcomes and specific processes of learning still
vary among students. The differences are brought aboutby individual
,differences inbasicaptitudes likepriorknowledge, learning styles, learning
potential, interests, beliefs aboutlearning, self-efficacy, 'and so on.

In summary, the emerging perspective of the student learner is one
who is actively processing information andconstructing knowledge on the
basis of prior knowledge. The student learns through a process that is
constructive, cumulative, self-regulated, goal-oriented, situated in social
andcultural practices, but is alsoindividually different in systematic ways.
The chanlinl character of knowledge. Recent research into the
learning process has not only redefined the nature of the learner and the
process of learning; it hasalsoled to a new understanding aboutwhat needs
to be.learned. Newperspectives have alsoemerged regarding what knowledge
is andthe significant roleofthe learner's knowledge inguiding the learning
process.
The conventional views regard knowledge as consisting of static
information about facts, concepts, and principles within a particular area
or domain of study. The more recent perspectives, however, consider this
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type ofknowledge asjust oneamong alarger set.Educational psychologists

Ton De long and Monica Ferguson-Hessler (1996) for example, describe
four types of knowledge: conceptual, procedural, situated, and strategic
knowledge. They distinguish thesefourtypes ofknowledge intermsoftheir,
particular function inproblem solving andthinking within a learner's domain
of study.
'
"

,Conceptual knowledge refers to thetype of knowledge described inthe
previous paragraph. These facts, concepts, and principles within a domain
havethe function ofproviding additional information that the learner may
add to the problem anduse to perform the solution. Procedural knowledge
refers to the actions, operations, and manipulations that the learner can
apply in a ~cular domain of study. The learner may use procedural
knowledge to combine bits of infonnationinthe problem to generate new
infonnation, or to applyconceptual knowledge to make an inference about
the infonnation in the problem. The procedural knowledge functions to
advance the knowledge state of the learner about the problem solution.
Situated knowledge is knowledge aboutthe-typical situations or contexts
within a domain. This type of'knowledge can help the learners sort out the
infonnation in the problem in terms of what is relevant and what is not.
This typeoflmowledge can alsotellthe learner aboutthe additional bits of
infonnation that are needed. This type of knowledge can also provide a
scheme for organizing the infonnation in the problem. Finally, strategic
knowledge refers to general plans ofaction regarding thesequence ofsolution
activities. This type of knowledge enables the learner to organize their
problem solving process by specifying the steps that need to be followed to
arrive at the solution.

..

These different types of knowledge could further be distinguished in
terms of their different qualities. For example, knowledge can be either
explicitor implicit (Gelman & Greeno, 1989,Sternberg &Wagner, 1989,
Wagner & Sternberg, 1986). Explicit knowledge can be expressed and
stated, whereas implicitknowledge is usedto driveproblemsolvingin a
domain but cannot be easily expressed. Consequently, while explicit
knowledge Can be easilytested, conventional tests do not usually reveal
implicit knowledge.
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Related to the preceding distinction isthedifference between automated
and nonautomated knowledge. Nonautomated knowledge is seen in the
performance of novices who very deliberately, consciously choose
infonnation andexecute procedures in a step-by-step process when solving
problems ina domain. Butforexperts, thesame knowledge has been changed
intoa continuous, fluid, andseemingly automatic process, hence theterm,
automated knowledge (Anderson, 1983; Klahr, 1984).
Knowledge is alsousually distinguished interms oflevels, ranging from
deep to superficial (see e.g., Glaser, 1991). Deep knowledge is usually
associated withcausaland/orprincipled understanding, abstractthinking,
critical analysis, judgment, and evaluation. Superficial knowledge is
typicallyassociated withrote learning, reproduction, andtrial and error.
A mostimportant quality ofknowledge is its structure or organization.
The structure of knowledge determines the efficiency with which the
different typesof knowledge canbe used. Among more advanced learners,
knowledge in a domain is organized into schemata (Larkin, McDermott,
Simon & Simon, 1980). These schemata typically contain more deep
knowledge which allows the learnerto builda morerational, hierarchical
structure of knowledge than can be easily applied to different problem
situations(Bernardo, 1994). Withnovice learners, knowledge is usually
organized around superficial knowledge and are prone to faulty
applications.

•
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I should also emphasize the links between the new perspectives of
knowledge to the recent views about the learning process described in
the previous section. In particular, the notion that learning is cumulativeunderscores the importance of existing knowledge for guiding and
constraining future learning (Glaser, 1984). The rate oflearning andthe
type of knowledge learned may be either expedited or delayed by the
learners' existing knowledge in the domain. Finally, the notion that
learning is situated in social and cultural practices also implies that
knowledge is often constructed and defined by activities and practices
in one's culture and society (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
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Redefminl the role of the teacher. Educational psychologist and
teacher educator, Anita Woolfolk Hoy (1996) described thebeliefs thatmany .
prospective teachers hold about teaching and learning..The following are
some of those beliefs she enumerated:
.
Teaching is tellin~ht clearandinteresting ways.
Teaching is directing-leading activities.

•

T~ching

isengaging students-gettingtheirattention, arousing curiosity, .
selling ideas, connecting with students' interests, being creative.
Teaching young children is nurturing-helping students feel good about
themselves as they develop social skills.
.
Teaching is an interpersonal skill that involves beingfait, kind, flexible,
and loving.
Teachers will be etrective if they are knowledgeable, clear, creative,
mteresting, organized, directing, and caring.

. When learning doesn't happen, differences aredue in ~e parttostudents'
home background or teacher's failure to be clearandinteresting.

A similarset of characteristics werefound in.a ·1981 survey of
perceptions of the ideal teacher conducted among the five initial
member countries of the ASEAN (ASEAN Development Education
Project, 1986, in Cortes, 1993, p. 1). The top 10 attributes and
competencies identified in the survey were (1) proficient in language
of instruction; (2) skillful in teaching methods; (3) maintains .order/
disciplines; .(4) skillful in evaluating pupil achievement; (5) skillful in
use of community resources; (6) skillful in counseling; (7) skillful in
adapting curriculum materials; (8)mastery ofsubject taught; (9)skillful
in asking questions; and (10) skillful in doing research.
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In the Philippines, the same survey showed that the five competencies
of the ideal teacher are the same as the ASEAN list (Cortes, 1984). In
particular, proficiency in the language and skill in teaching method were
also ranked first and second. However, mastery of subject or discipline
taught was ranked third. Skills in maintaining orderand discipline in class
and in evaluating student achievement were ranked fourth and fifth,
respectively. Quick reference to some of the basic characteristics of the
learning, the learning process, andthetypes andqualities oflmowledge that
need to be learned immediately suggest that these beliefs about teaching
andlearning arenotnearly complete andsometimes even inaccurate. Indeed,
the new perspectives on learning and on knowledge now demand that we
thinkof the task and the roleof the teacher in different ways. For example,
given the principle of self-regulated learning, the belief that teaching is
"directing and leading activities" can no longer be maintained. Similarly,
given that learners haveto acquire a varied setoflmowledge types, teaching
cannotsimply be "telling in clearerand interesting ways."Likewise, a student's failure in meeting the learning objectives could be dueto wide range
offactorsrelatedto theindividual student's learning activities, andnotsimply
due to the fact that the teacher was not "knowledgeable, clear, creative,
interesting, organized, directing, and caring" or dueto the "students' home
background."
It seems that the task of the teacheris more complex than transmitting
information. But in a nutshell, we can describe the task of the teacher as
that of creating opportunities for learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991) and
orchestrating subject matter, student, and environment factors so as to
facilitate the learning process (Anderson, et aI., 1995). Anderson and
colleagues describethe contemporary psychological perspectives about
the teacher as follows:
a teacher...is able and disposed to consider how learners' knowledge,
motivation, anddevelopment contribute to the meanings they make, the
actions they take, and what and how they learn in c1assrooms...A
teacher...thinks about how the social and instructional contexts of
classroom (e.g., subject-matter instruction and assessment, classroom
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management systems) affect and are affected by individual students'
kDowledge.learning. motivation, anddevelopment (Andersoll, et a1.• 1995.
p.145).

Of course. all ofthis makes thetask of theteacher substantially more
complex. The task of teaching can no longer be described in terms ofa
prescribed set of -technical skills. A contemporary psychological
perspective on teaching demands that the teacher constantly 'make
deliberate. frequent, and possibly immediate decisions. These decisions
relate to managing the variety of events and the influx of ideas in the
classroom as the students are being engaged in productive learning
activities. Therefore. theteacher is nolongerjust the source of knowledge
whodirectsthe course of learning. Rather. the teacher is now a manger
of information and activities in the classroom that will facilitate the
learning of the students. .
.

New roles forpsychologists
As I observed inthe opening parts of this paper, psychologists in the
Philippines havebeenpigeonholed as counselors, psychometrician, and
test developers. While the contributions of psychologists in this
function of educational institutions is established, I assert that
psychologists can playa more active roleinthe moreacademic functions
of schools. In particular, psychologists can drawfrom thet contemporary
perspectives about learning andknowledge to helpin designing effective
learning programs, tasks, and learning for schools. In the remaining
sectionof the paper, I will describe three areas in which psychologists
can play a more active role in the academic functions of schools: (a)
teacher training, (b) designing of learning tasks, and (c) evaluation of
educational programs. However, one can easily consider how'
psychologists can also apply the same principles that underlie the
contemporary perspectives on learning to other functions like curriculum
design, development of textbooks and instructional materials, and so on.
the three specific areas discussed below are intended to be illustrations and
not the prescription of boundaries. In fact, given theemerging perspectives
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about learning, psychologists can interpose themselves in even moreacademic
functions ofschools. The psychologists' creativity and resourcefulness are
probably the only limits.
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Teacher training. Teacher education programs in the Philippines
are guided by specific policies and standards defined in the Ministry
of Education, Culture and Sports Orders No. 26 (June 1983) and
No. 37 (August 1986). The 1983 Order specifies that teacher
education programs are expected to produce teachers who can
possess the following characteristics (in Cortes & Savellano, 1992,
pp.2-3):
1.

an effectiveconveyoroforganizedknowledge whichhas developed
from human experience through the ages, such as language,
mathematics, and natural science, history, geography, literature
and the fine arts, civics and culture;

2.

an efficientpromoterand facilitator ofleaming that will enable the
learners to develop to the fullest their potentials for a continuing
pursuit of self-education; and

3.

a true humanist who possess[es] a clear understanding [and]
appreciationofthe genuinehuman ideas and values that elevatethe
human spirit, refine human nature, and contribute to the human
being's unending quest for fulfillment.

This provision of this policy is quite impressive in terms of
capturing the complexity of competence required of the teacher.
Indeed, it seems to be generally in consonance with how we earlier
described the contemporary psychological perspective of the
functions of the teacher. To ensure that prospective teachers can
acquire these three broad prescriptions, both the 1983 and 1986
Orders specify the instructional standards, course descriptions, and
other pertinent requirements for teacher education programs.
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An integral part of suchprograms is the requirement that prospective
teachers takea course or twooneducational psychology and! or theories of .
. learning. The.presumption is that such courses .will provide foundational .
knowledge thattheprospective teachers will usewhen they eventually become.
classroom teachers.Unfortunately. such·courses aretaughtat a point where
prospective teachers still.have no means of connecting the principles to
actual experience and practice. Moreover. field observations (Burke &
McCann. 1993) suggests that these subjects are often taught by faculty
members "who have little or no experience of teaching at either first or
second [elementary or high school] levels. who do not visit students on
practice teaching. andwho are.therefore. unlikely to beableto make critical
connections between the content of their courses andthe context of actual
teaching. Hence. the knowledge about how students learn remain
decontextualized andabstract andareleftunderappreciated bymost teachers.

..

This observation is substantiated by results of surveys on teacher
education programs (philippine Association forTeacher Education [PAFrE].
1985; UNESCO Regional Research Project, 1986) that show howa huge
number of the studies' respondents (administrators. faculty. students. and
alumni of teachereducation institutions) perceived that such foundational
courses described above do not provide students with understanding of
theteaching-learning process. (Notably. a significant number ofrespondents
claim that General Psychology gives the students an understanding of the
teaching-learning process. This finding clearly opens an opportunity {or .
psychologists who wishto bemore involved inteacher training.) Moreover.
the PAFTE survey indicated that most students and alumni of teacher
education programs have a neutral attitude towards courses on Educational
and Developmental Psychology; although theydislike such courses, these
students and alumni did not like them either. When asked about why they
like certain courses, the primary reason providedwas that these courses
help them in their preparation and profession as teachers. Hence. the
respondents' most preferred courses arethose thattrain them intheprinciples
and methods of teaching. We can infer that the same respondents were not
keen onhow theEducational andDevelopmental Psychology courses could
help in theirtraining as teachers.

an
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Basedon the earlierdiscussion ofthe newroleof the teacher. it is no
longer sufficient that the prospective teacher be trained in "doing" the
technical skills involved in teaching. Given the profound complexity of a
teacher's practice. the training of teachers should be directed towards
enabling teachers to engage themanydemands of teaching practice. Oneof
the foremost means of attaining this goal is by providing the prospective
teachers witha workable perspective regarding students. howstudents learn.
the nature of knowledge. andthe demands of teaching practice. which are.
incidentally. the vel}' topics discussed inthefirst partsofthepaper. Anderson.
etal,(1995) refer to this taskasthegoal"todevelop a teacher's psychological
perspective" (p. 145).Theseperspectives shouldprovide the conceptual
tools with which the teachers can develop their own knowledge about
teaching. The teachers can draw from the different elements of this
perspective ofleaming. choosing the mostappropriate principles to guide
the teaching activity. applying themcarefully. andseekirig feedback about
how students are responding (Anderson. et al., 1995).
In this regard. psychologists can playa vel}' active role in preparing
and training prospective as well as practicing teachers. Psychologists can
workwithteacher educators to ensure that prospective teachers acquire the
contemporary psychological perspectives relevant to the practice of
teaching-sccncepts and principles that will complement their training in
teaching skills. More importantly. psychologists and teacher educators should
enable prospective teachers to make theirstance as regards these concepts
and principles andapplythemjudiciously. Psychologists should alsowork
withteacher educators indesigning more effective teacher training curricula
as well as contjnuing education programs forteachers. Animportant feature
ofsuchcurricula should be that more concrete links are made between the
theoretical andfoundational courses. especially about the learning process.
and actual classroom teaching practices.

DesiED oflearning tasks and learning environments. The notion that
learning is situated implies that theclassroom is a specific context in which
learning cantakeplace. That being the case. it is important to consider the
natureoftheenvironment for learning andthe activities in the classroom in

S3

which thestudents will participate because it isthrough participation in ~
classroom environment and activities that students come to construct their
knowledge. A problem is thatthe learning environment in schools is starkly
different from the natural learning environment in real life situations
(Bernardo, 1995). Thediscrepancy often leads features oftheschool learning
environment to inhibit thenatural learning processes inthestudents. Hence,
thereshould be a more deliberate effort to design learning environments in
the classroom to ensure that learning in the classroom is notdiscontinuous
withlearning outside theclassroom, andinstead supports andcomplements
the same.
Contemporary psychological perspectives about learning environments,
tasks andactivities inthe classroom are guided bythe characteristics of the
learner andthelearning process. Theprinciples ofeffective learning described .
in the earlier section of the paper are learning processes that are "in" the
students. Theproblem that confronts the educator isto design the learning
.environment so that it would elicit these processes from children. Hence,
these learning environments and tasks are often referred to as "learnercentered." Forexample, consider the following general design principles
recommended byinstructional psychologist ErikdeCorte (1995, p. 41-42):
I.

2.

54

Learning environments should support theconstructive cumulative,
goal-oriented acquisition processes in students. Thisalsoindicates
that such environments must be designed to develop and enhance
more active learning strategies in passive learners...a powerful
learning environment is- characterized by a good balance between
discovery learning and personal exploration on the one hand and
systematic instruction and guidance on the other.
Learning environments should foster student's self-regulated learning
processes ... external regulation of knowledge andskill acquisition
in theform of systematic interventions should begradually removed
so that students become agents of their own learning.

-.
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3.

Student's constructive learning activities should preferably be
embedded in contexts that are rich in cultural resources artifacts,
and learning materials that offer ample opportunities for social
interaction, and that are representative of the kind of tasks and
problems to which the learners will have to apply theirknowledge
inthe future.

4.

Learning environments should allow for the flexible adaptation of
the instruction support, especially the balance between the selfdiscovery and direct instruction, or between self-regulation and
external regulation, to take into account the individual differences
among learners in cognitive aptitudes as well as in affective and
motivational characteristics.

Regarding specific learning tasks and activities that can be used in
these learning environments, Anderson, et al. (1995) propose the
following considerations which are more specific applications of the
same general principles proposed by de Corte.

t

First, tasks shouldprovide multiple representations olkey ideas across
situations. An important consequence of the situated character ofleaming
is that knowledge does not easily transfer from onecontext to another. The
best means of allowing students to seethe importance of an ideaor a skill
for a variety of situations is by engaging students with these ideas in a
variety of situations. In the process, the teacher should help the students
see what is similar and dissimilar about those situations, and how the
significance of the ideas varies from one situation to the next. A practical
implication for actual teaching practice regards the amount of content that
can be covered in a course. Within allowable constraints, the teacher will
therefore have to make decisions regarding which ideas arethemost important
to include in a course.
A setof tasks (though notnecessarily every task)shouldftelauthentic,
representing as much ofthe complexity ofthe domain as ispossible without
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overwhelming students. It is important to make the students realize and
, appreciate the embeddednessand interrelatedness of ideas in any domain.
Byusing authentic tasks,as opposed to simplified tasks, theteacher is forced
to consider simultaneously as many dimensions of thetopic and to engage
thestudents inthinking inthe same way. A concrete example ofanauthentic
task is analyzing cases. Analyzing good cases canbe an effective means for
,engaging students incomplexthinking andreflection ofonetopic. Whenever
ideas need to be introduced out of the'context, of their ultimate use, the
teacher should make sure'that the ideas are eventually integrated withother
''.
relevant ideas usingmore authentic tasks.
Tasksshould alsobe designed to helpthe students make explicit their
own beliefs -and conceptions, and to engage them in explaining their own
beliefs and considering alternative points ofview. To allow learners to
havegreater control oftheprocess ofknowledge construction. it is important
that they first realize what their existing knowledge and beliefs are in a '
specific topic. Taskscanbe designed to require students to explain publicly
their beliefs. explicit theories, and reasoning about specific actions and
decisions they have made. It is important that a public sharing is made
within a conteXt which respects individual ideas. Only in suchcontext will
the public expression and revision of thinking can happen, and personal
thinking can develop meaningfully. This public expression need not be an '
oraltask. In fact. writing tasksareactually advantageous becausetheteacher
can carefully consider the student's arguments before responding.
Tasks should create opportunities for public Interaction among the
students and between theteacher andthe students. As learning is socially
mediated, tasks should'be designed sothat students could interact withother
learners and otherindividuals whohavemore knowledge abouta domain.
Thestudents' knowledge candevelop intheprocess of public discussions in
which ideas are presented, and reactions and questions are addressed by
others. In the process of reflecting the exchange of information. a learner
could construct new knowledge. Theroleoftheteacher intheseinteractions
is more critical. Theteacher should insure that theexchangeiitvolves genuine
exchange andprompts further thinking, andnotjust a directionless activity.
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Finally, tasks for grading and assessing student learning should be
authentic andcongruent with theotherfoul' consideration. Students need
to be evaluated intennsof bow well they aremoving towardsthinking like
experts in a domain of study. hence, the means of assessing the student's
knowledge cannotjust beconfined to testquestions that require students to
remembei pertinent items in a book or the lectures. Assessment measures
shoUld require the useof knowledge to analyze situations, consistent with
thefourprevious principles fordesigning learning tasks. Moreover, grading
might be inappropriate fortasks that are very difficult, challenging, and
potentially threatening. Grading should not be inthewayofthe "students'
willingness to engage complex situations, try outnew ideas, render personal
beliefs explicit, and respond to others about their ideas and beliefs"
(Anderson, et al., 1995, p. 153)..
Psychologists canplayavery important role inassisting teachers design
suchlearning tasks and environments. While it is the teacher who has to
make thedecisions regarding the useof specific tasks in-the classroom, the
psychologist can serve as a "consultant." The psychologists can help the
teacher assess thespecific complexities ofthestudents' characteristics, the
subject matter, and theclassroom situation. Thepsychologist can also' help
theteacher design learning tasks, materials, and activities. Thepsychologist
can help evaluate and critique the tasks and materials in tenns of their
eftectiveness inattaining thedesired learning objectives. Allthese fonns of
assistance, thepsychologist canprovide byusing theprinciples underlying
the contempOrary psychological perspectives on thelearning and teaching
process.
Desip and evaluation of educational pregrams, Psychologists can
also playan important role in designing and evaluating entire educational
programs. Educational programs are implemented at different levels, from
experimental teaching strategies or reading materials used in specific
classrooms to new curricular requirements in schools nationwide.
In many countries, suen as Singapore, Venezuela, the United States,
Canada, and several Western and NorthemEuropeancountries, psychologists
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have been important members of groups that design and implement
educational reform programs. These. psychologists have contributed their
knowledge aboutpsychological principles underling effective learning and
instruction to rationalize programs for reform of educational practices and
materials. '
-
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In the Philippines, some -psychologists have been involved in the
evaluation of educational programs in their capacity as experts in testing
and psychological assessment Beyond this function, psychologists-can also
usethenew perspectives onlearning and knowledge to asses theeffectiveness
of current and proposed educational programs. Such programs can be
assessed notonly intennsofwhether ornotthey meet thedesired objectives
(e.g., minimam test scores required). Psychological knowledge canalso be
used to detennine which parts of the educational program work towards
attaining the leaming objectives and which do not More importantly,
psychological knowledge can alsobeused to ascertain why those elements
that work to help students meet the learning objectives are effectual, and
alsowhy thOse that do notwork areinsufficient In thisway, theutility and
impact ofsuch programs canbe maximized. The significance ofsuch efforts
eaenot be overemphasized particularly in cases where educational reform
is mostimperative.

Summary and conclusions
In the first section of the paper, I briefly reviewed thehistory of theuse
of psychological theory in educational practice. Then, I discussed the
cOntemporary psychological perspectives regarding howandwhy learners
learn andacquire knowledge effectively. Such principles areconsistent with
a constructivist perspective on learning. Finally, I described specific ways
bywhich psychologists canplaya more active role intheacademic function
of schools.
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Philippine psychologists have already distinguished themselves in
their contributions in providing counseling services in schools and in
developing and utilizing psychological measures in the school setting.
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Philippine psychologists also contribute to the integral educational
function of developing the minds of our youth so that they will grow to
be empowered and productive contributors and collaborators in efforts
directed towardsthe development of our nationandthe improvement of
the well-being of other people. These are certainly very loftyand noble
goals. That is whywe psychologists should be so honored and grateful
that there is yetanother rolefor us in thecollective effort towards realizing
these goals.
This article Is an expanded venlon of a paper presented 10 the Regional Conference
of the PsychologicalAssociation or the PhiUpplnesat the Atencode Davao Unlvenlty,
Davao City, January 7, 1997. The preparation of this article was supported in part
by a Spencer Fellowshipfrom the National Academyof Education (USA).The author
thanks Ms. Suzette ABilo for sharing some of her observations about teacher
education. and Dr. Emetrla Lee for sharing her research materials on teacher
education In the PhUlpplnes.
Correspondence regarding the paper should be addressed to Dr. Allan
B.I. Bernardo, Psychology Department. De La Salle University, 2401 Taft
Avenue. Manila 1004. Electronic-mall may be sent to: c1aabb@dlsu.edu.ph.
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